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The technology has been designed to deliver a complete and immersive matchday experience. We have also introduced a new player interaction tool called the “Slide and Manage” system. This enables players to have even more control over their player. Lastly, we have also created an all new responsive matchday
experience that responds to the player’s touch to help create more realistic animations and actions. Our new ball physics now deliver increased responsiveness. In addition to a new FIFA Ultimate Team formation, first-time players will also be able to customise their own player appearance options for a more personalised

appearance. We’ve also been busy with our FIFA Street League™ franchise, which launched officially on 4 December in Europe and the Middle East. FIFA Street, FIFA Street 2 and FIFA Street 3 remain some of the most popular football games in the world and we are proud that, more than seven years on, there are still millions
of players worldwide who are enjoying the fun and high-octane gameplay of our FIFA Street series of football games. FIFA 22 will be available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC and Nintendo Switch in Europe. In North America, it will be available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC, the Nintendo Switch and, for the first time, the all-
new Samsung NX, a compact device offering the full FIFA 22 experience. Mike March, Senior Product Manager at EA SPORTS, said: “For the last few years we have been refining and developing our footballing playground. At the same time, we have introduced some of our most loved features, and it’s never been more fun to
play with friends or players around the world. "We have also been working to ensure that FIFA 22 delivers an authentic matchday experience – and that’s why we’ve created a new set of technologies to deliver our most dynamic and engaging football gameplay yet.” Jack Sibley, Head of Action Sports at EA SPORTS, added:

“Our goal at EA SPORTS is to drive and define football gaming. That means delivering high-quality fun and high-octane sports games, year after year. "FIFA 22 is our most ambitious football game ever and we believe it will be a smash hit.” The gameplay of FIFA 22 is powered by the “HyperMotion Technology,”

Features Key:

Soundtrack featuring award-winning music from a range of genres, including big-name musicians and songwriters such as Jay-Z, One Republic, Skrillex, Will Smith, Nile Rodgers, The xx, Kleerup, and Joel Corry.
Featuring the FUT Master League, as FIFA Ultimate Team continues to adapt to the ever-changing landscape of the global game. The FUT Master League provides the most comprehensive football experience in franchise mode by including many of the world’s biggest clubs and teams, reflecting real-world economics
and competitive balance. Powered by Frostbite, FIFA 22 will feature ‘Ultimate Action’ gameplay and revolutionary contextual gameplay mechanics.
New BBC Sport-branded broadcast presentation for FOX, FS1 & NBC.
New throw ability, sprinting to tackle or pass, and sprinting long.
New AI Architecture: Improved AI responsiveness, smarter warning calls and greater AI coach logic. With improved AI logic, the no longer bring up the formation screen for every single action.
New goal celebrations, interviews and full audio commentary.
PlayerVision in Combination Play and new Challenge Cups. FIFA 22 introduces ‘PlayerVision in Combination Play’ – the first of its kind presentation of realistic team play; on the new Challenge Cup format, the player’s performance will count more towards the end result; – EA’s fully immersive presentation of
PlayerVision, FIFA Ultimate Team and contextual gameplay in the game has improved significantly.
New crowd animations – fan chants, players’ facial expressions, the players’ emotions, crowd reactions and more.
New Player Health and Conditioning AI.
New skill moves, with improved ball speed, spin power, direction and responsiveness.
New game mechanics, with improved ball physics, and new controls.
FIFA officially introduced the PES 2017 World Tour: Community Phase at E3 2017. The tournament will have over 100 matches spread throughout the world and feature world-class players.
Rugby Players can now play their favourite VAR system on Octane.
New kits and iconic team designs.
Enhanced Madden NFL Career Mode, with the most extensive offline franchise mode of any football game; from the first practice game to the training camp
Team Maker – Customise your Club 
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FIFA is more than a video game — it's a living, breathing sports simulation that places real-world teams and players on the pitch, and allows fans to experience the tension, exhilaration and unpredictability of authentic competition. FIFA 20's Gameplay Abilities, AI and Human Performance The physics and controls of
passing, shooting and tackling are made from the ground up to feel more realistic. Players run with more speed and control, recover from challenges more quickly and balance more effectively. The game's improved passing and acceleration also makes great situational tic tac toe a thing of the past. A clearer, more
intuitive visual feedback system makes everything feel simpler, too. Coach your team to victory by assigning tactics and controlling your line-up to improve performance. Use your training sessions to build a more accurate squad. Choose the best preparation for your next competitive matches. AI gets smarter as you
play. Your opponents will adapt their tactics and strategy as you play. But they'll adapt to your tactics and strategy as you play too. Brilliantly crafted gameplay is the cornerstone of any great FIFA game. FIFA 20 continues to change and improve its gameplay features to mirror what you see on the pitch. The game
gives you the power to take charge of your player's growth and development, dictating where and when to use Player Ratings. Players' positions are also more flexible, allowing you to play any formation you like. This also means that FIFA 20 offers more variety in roles and playing styles, meaning you'll see less
standard formations and more tactical styles. The game is also more diverse with more roles to play — no longer are players with limited playing styles the norm. There’s also more emphasis on smart decision making, more use of ID switching to earn more from the opposition. Winning challenges is also important. A
deeper Challenge History Over 20 official leagues and tournaments, including the UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League, UEFA Super Cup, UEFA Youth League and Club World Cup are represented, giving players the chance to pit themselves against the best sides in the world. Challenges allow you to complete
tasks and earn rewards to progress your team's next challenge. It's never been more important to win challenges in FIFA 20, given the overhauled Pressure Points system. Pressure Points: The Gameplay Experience The bc9d6d6daa
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Make your dreams of glory a reality by assembling and managing your very own FIFA Ultimate Team of the greatest footballers in the world. Complete the ultimate collection of legends as you build your squad from over 2,500 players from around the world. Choose formations, kits, and superstars to dominate your
favorite real-world teams. As you upgrade your team, you’ll be able to move your superstars into their customisable FUT Champions kits – all with their own unique Ultimate Team Traits. Everything in FIFA 22 is shaped by your passion for football – from formations to kits, training to tactics, all of it is customisable.
WORLD FOOTBALL MATCH™ – Unlock the Championships of your World Football League™ before the World Cup™ begins. Take over clubs in the Top Division for more points and better ranking. Improve your stadiums, recruiting, training, and transfer methods, all to compete in the World Football League™ as you
journey towards the FIFA World Cup™™. FIFA WORLD CUP™ – Compete in the new FIFA World Cup™ as your country. Choose from 24 teams and fight for glory in the online qualification and knockout phases. Watch your players perform on the big stage, and be the first to qualify for the FIFA World Cup™™ and decide
the World Champion. EVOLUTION – The experience of FIFA World Cups™ is evolving in FIFA 22 with the biggest innovations yet in online tournaments and the World Football League™. FIFA World Cups™ online tournaments offer both tournament play and additional mini-games such as pitch construction and stadium
management. FIFA World Cup™ stadiums have also been given a complete overhaul to create some of the most detailed stadiums in the series yet. Developed by EA SPORTS™, FIFA World Cups™ online tournaments are available to all players playing on all platforms. The World Football League™ improves on FIFA
World Cups™ online tournaments and features a Championship mode, seven new World Cup™ style games, and an all-new match engine. Players will be able to manage their own clubs and compete in 7 in-game challenges to move through the divisions and up to the top of the league in true FIFA World Football
League™ style. Key features include fully customizable stadiums, a brand new gameplay experience, better stadiums with new themes, new players to take your club to new heights, and the ability to manage players, staff, and train on the pitch. AUTO CLUB 3-ON-3 – With the introduction

What's new in Fifa 22:

New Pace of the Game: The next generation of presentation creates moments every time you play, giving you a clear overview of every dynamic on the pitch, including increased player fatigue,
reactions to shots, and reaction times.
Presentation: Reveal more visual details with more information through detailed reflections, animated density fields, and augmented videos.
Depth: Introducing a new semi-cinematic shot capture feature that allows you to key in shots and pass the ball to the spot for a shot.
Fluid Spatial Awareness: This feature creates virtual bodies in the space and times of the player for a more immersive, varied, and realistic experience for passing, dribbling, and shooting.
FIFA 22 introduces the most exhilarating Feeling mode in history. Bring out your inner child as you experience the same motion as the players on the pitch on game modes, including improved rally
abilities, more interactive Crowds, face-offs, and free kicks.
The Zone-locked Dribbling Drives you to your next move. When your dribble is about to end, you’ll see an icon appear on the ground.
Match Day: Quickly select goals, offsides, cards, and much more from your strategy tool while you're watching a match on Sunday.
FIFA Training Mode: Ease yourself into the game with quick matches and free kicks. Show your friends how you'd score that goal!
Player Power: Balance your defense with new Pressure Cards. Use this new power for sprinting past the player or to slash away from contact.
Elite Tactics: Save time in team and free-kick setup by drawing and dropping a formation directly from the tactics screen.
Player Emotions: Better express your emotion by giving and receiving what-ifs, reacting to the emotions of teammates, and facial gestures that are now a part of the presentation.
FIFA Touch: Choose a new Foul tool that enhances the presentation of fouls, provide more control over the throw, and allow you to bounce a player out of bounds with a throw.
New Scouting System: Test your defensive setup, midfield alignment 
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FIFA is the world’s favourite football simulation. FIFA’s official website features the history of the game, game guides and the latest news. FIFA delivers authentic player feedback and emotion,
dynamic gameplay and groundbreaking presentation. FIFA has won more than 90 Game of the Year awards. Key Game Features A Laser-guided ball, a radical new physics engine and over 700 new
animations combine for the most authentic football experience yet. Powered by Football: Featuring the official licences of the world’s leading teams and leagues, FIFA has combined insight and
analysis from the Premier League, La Liga, Bundesliga, Serie A and other top-tier European leagues. Adaptive Technology: Adaptive Difficulty settings improve the game for all players, with revised
game mechanics, increased ball control and clearer goalscoring opportunities. Play the Game: Multiplayer and Play Now modes ensure fans of all skill levels have a challenge. New Presentation: HD
graphics provide an enhanced match-day experience, while various gameplay features provide new viewing angles and interactive match pages. Turn-based Manager Mode: Run the club and
manage every department – including players, staff and the transfer market – to compete in the league. Goalkeeper Moves and Player Instincts: Tactical sequences, goalkeepers and player instincts
add to the game’s realism and provide a unique game experience. Community Season Mode: Non-simulation elements put the focus on fans and competition among their friends, with more than 100
community events, rewards and in-game features to play. What’s in the Box A FIFA Ultimate Team Season Pass is included when you purchase FIFA 22 through participating retailers. The Season
Pass includes three ready-to-play season matches, plus many in-game enhancements, as well as the ability to draft real teams of players and create your own Ultimate Team of the best virtual
superstars from all major leagues around the world. Over 500 new animations Play Now and Manager Mode Powered by Football: Revisions to game physics, controls and ball interaction New Score
of the Week: Each week, EA SPORTS FIFA will present the top goal scorer across the five different competitions, providing fans with the latest highlights of the game’s season mode. Play the Game:
Mods to modify gameplay behaviour, including more accurate ball control, increased speed of action and improved variety of tackling for more
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium II (2.4 GHz) or AMD Athlon (1.5 GHz) Memory: 256 MB of RAM Graphics: nVidia GeForce 7600 or ATI X800 (optional,
recommended) Hard Drive: 10 GB of free space Additional Requirements: Webcam: Logitech Quickcam Pro 9000 or similar Peripherals: Controller such as keyboard or mouse Recommended:
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